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Abstract

This paper presents a model of an electrohydraulic fatigue testing system that emphasizes components up
the servovalve and actuator. Experiments showed that there are significant supply and return pressure fluctuati
respective ports of the servovalve. The model presented allows prediction of these fluctuations in the time dom
modular manner. An assessment of design changes was done to improve test system bandwidth by elimin
pressure dynamics due to the flexibility and inertia in hydraulic hoses. The model offers a simpler alternative t
numerical solutions of the governing equations and is particularly suited for control-oriented transmission line
ing in the time domain. © 2005 ISA—The Instrumentation, Systems, and Automation Society.
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1. Introduction

A very common assumption in the developme
of models for valve-controlled hydraulic actuatio
systems is that of constant supply and return pr
sures at the servovalve@1–4#. On the other hand, a
survey of work on fluid transmission line dynam
ics suggests that significant pressure dynamics
introduced in hydraulic systems as a result of t
compressibility and inertia of the oil as well as th
flexibility of the oil and the walls of pipelines
@5–8#. Transmission line dynamics can be signi
cant on the supply and return lines between
hydraulic power unit~pump! and the servovalve a
well as between the servovalve and the actua
manifold.

*Corresponding author. Tel.:~814! 863-8057; fax:~814!
865-3039.E-mail address: beshah@psu.edu

†Tel.: ~814! 863-1893; fax:~814! 865-3039.E-mail
address: btkl@psu.edu
0019-0578/2005/$ - see front matter © 2005 ISA—The Instru
-

e

Close-coupling~i.e., mounting the servovalve
directly on the actuator manifold! is often used as
a solution to the problem of minimizing the effec
of transmission line dynamics between the serv
valve and the ports of short-stroke actuators. In
case of long-stroke actuators, where close c
pling may not be physically feasible, the effect
transmission line dynamics can be analyzed by
plicitly including a transmission line model in th
model of the servosystem, as shown by V
Schothorst@9#. However, in the case of the supp
line to the servovalve, close coupling may not be
convenient solution for either short- or long-strok
actuators, since usually the hydraulic power su
ply ~HPS! unit, including the hydraulic pump
drive unit, heat exchangers, and cooling wa
pumps, needs to be housed separately, away f
the work station of the actuator or the load fram
supporting the actuator. In such cases, supply
return lines from the HPS to the servovalve th
are of significant length may be unavoidable.
addition, from installation considerations, the
mentation, Systems, and Automation Society.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of test system~HP5high pressure, LP5low pressure!.
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supply and return lines are usually flexible hos
rated for the appropriate working pressure.

Aside from the extensive presentation by Vie
sma@7#, not much has been reported on the ana
sis of a hydraulic servosystem including supp
pressure variations at the servovalve. Viersm
analysis was done in the frequency domain and
emphasis was to provide design rules for the lo
tion and sizing of the components of hydraulic s
vosystems. Yang and Tobler@10# developed a
modal approximation technique that enab
analysis of fluid transmission lines in the time d
main via state space formulations. Modal appro
mation results provide modular and simpler alt
natives to direct numerical time-domain solutio
of the flow equations.

In this paper, the authors present and use mo
approximation results within a model of an ele
trohydraulic actuation system to investigate sup
and return pressure variations at the servova
due to transmission line dynamics. Open-loop a
closed-loop tests were conducted to validate
model. The model was then used to make a qu
evaluation of alternative layouts of the supply a
return lines.

2. Description of test system

The hydraulic system shown schematically
Fig. 1 was designed for fatigue testing applic
tions. The servovalve is a 5-gpm~19 lpm! two-
stage servovalve employing a torque motor driv
double nozzle-flapper first stage and a main sp
l

l

output stage. The servovalve is close coupled w
a 10-kN, 102-mm-stroke symmetric actuato
which is mounted on a load frame. Pressure tra
ducers are used for sensing the pressures at
four ports of the servovalve. A linear variable di
ferential transformer~LVDT ! is mounted on the
actuator piston for position measurement.

Control and signal processing is done with
dSpace® 1104 single processor board, which
cludes onboard A/D and D/A converters and
slave digital signal processor~DSP!. An amplifier
circuit converts a 0–10-V control output from th
dSpace® D/A to a high-impedance650-mA cur-
rent input to the torque motor coils of the servo
alve.

The unit labeled hydraulic services manifo
~HSM! is connected to the servovalve using 3.04
m-long SAE-100R2 hoses. The hydraulic pow
supply ~HPS! unit, including its heat exchange
and drive units, is housed separately and is c
nected to the HSM via 3.048-m-long SAE-100R
hoses. The HSM provides basic line pressure re
lation via the accumulators. In addition, the HS
is equipped with a control manifold circuitry to
permit selection of high- and low-pressure oper
ing modes, low-pressure level adjustment, slo
pressure turn-on and turn-off, and fast pressure
loading. The drain line provides a path for oil th
seeps past the seals in the actuator and also
draining oil from the HSM pressure gage.

During a normal fatigue testing operation, bo
the low-pressure and high-pressure solenoids
energized, the main control valve is complete
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Fig. 2. Simplified system.
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wide open, and the circuitry of the HSM allow
flow at full system pressure@11#. We therefore
model the HSM by considering the lumped no
linear resistance arising from change of flow d
rections, flow cross sections, as well as flow in t
filter element. The total pressure drop between
pressure inlet and outlet ports of the HSM is giv
in manufacturer specifications. The available d
satisfy a nonlinear expression relating flow rate
pressure drop. While the HSM unit is rated for
wide range of flow rate capacities, the rated flo
rate through the servovalve is within 10%
nominal flow rate of the HSM. We therefore use
local linear approximation to account for losses
the HSM,

DpHSM5RHSMq. ~1!

We further assume that the check valve is
ideal one, so that its own dynamics are fast enou
to be neglected and its backflow restriction ha
large enough parallel resistance that the permit
backflow is very small. We also consider the dra
flow to be negligible. With these simplifications
the system reduces to the one shown in Fig. 2
should be noted that the resistances were lum
in the HSM excluding the gas-charged accumu
tors.

We make one more assumption before we p
ceed. Through extensive frequency domain ana
sis, Viersma@7# has shown that, provided that th
accumulator and the pressure relief valve on
hydraulic power supply unit are located suf
ciently close to the pump outlet~within 0.3 m!, the
pump flow pulsation frequencies can be su
pressed from the pump output pressure. Therefo
in the following analysis, it is assumed that th
output pressure just after the accumulator a
pressure relief valve connection points in the HP
unit can be set as a known pressure input to
rest of the system. In fact, this is not a very restr
tive assumption, since the modeling approach p
sented here is modular and models of the upstre
components of the whole HPS unit can be inc
porated if needed.

For the simplified system, we now have two se
tions of transmission hoses to model. The first s
tion is for the supply and return hoses between
HPS and the HSM and the second is for the ho
between the HSM and the servovalve. A mod
applicable for each section is discussed next.

3. Model of transmission lines

To model the hydraulic hoses for our system, w
refer to previous rigorous results on validated s
lutions of the mass and momentum conservat
equations governing flow in one-dimensional flu
transmission lines having a circular cross sect
@5,6,8#. In general, some assumptions are nec
sary for the basic results to hold. These assum
tions include laminar flow in the lines, negligibl
gravitational effects, negligible tangential velocit
and negligible variations of pressure and dens
in the radial and tangential directions. We also a
sume constant and uniform temperature and ign
heat transfer effects in the fluid line. We there
limit the discussion to the linear friction mode
which does not include distributed viscosity an
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heat transfer effects@6,10#. Corrections are applied
to account for the frequency dependence of v
cosity on the linear friction model, following th
work of Yang and Tobler@10#.

The flow lines are assumed to have rigid wa
in some derivations@1,7#. However, Blackburnet
al. @12# and McCloy and Martin@13# arrive at the
same governing equations as the rigid wall ca
~for a frictionless flow! by allowing for wall flex-
ibility and defining an effective bulk modulu
combining the flexibility of the wall and that o
the oil. Their definition of effective bulk modulu
is the same as that derived by Merritt@4#, where
the effective bulk modulus is viewed as a ser
interconnection of the ‘‘stiffness’’ of the oil, of a
container wall and even of entrapped air volume
the oil. Following this approach, we consider fle
ibility effects via the effective bulk modulusbe .
The model parameters required for any section
the transmission line reduce to the ones shown
Fig. 3. For the hydraulic hoses in this work, nom
nal values of the bulk modulus were taken fro
Ref. @13#.

Using the above assumptions for the sing
transmission line, the conservation laws can be
tegrated in the Laplace domain to yield a we
known distributed parameter model commonly e
pressed as a two-port matrix equation a
sometimes known as the four-pole equation@1,7#.
The four-pole equations can take four physica
realizable causal forms@6,9,12#. Two of these four
are readily relevant to the problem at hand: one
the supply line hoses and another one for the
turn line hoses. The third one also finds use w
accumulator connection lines, as discussed by
alew and Kulakowski@14#.

Taking the supply line case first, we notice th
in most hydraulic servosystem applications, a co
trol signal modulates the servovalve consumpt
flow rate downstream of the supply line,qd(t),
following the excursions of the~loaded! actuator
piston. Thenqd(t) is a preferred input to the trans
mission line model, and a realizable causality fo
requires that eitherpu(t) or qu(t) should be the

Fig. 3. A fluid transmission line.
other input@12#. Since we have already assum
the pressure just after the connection point of t
pressure relief valve and first accumulator to
taken as an input to the system, the desired ca
form of the four-pole equations for the supply lin
is the so-called pressure-input/pressure-out
causality form@15#. It can be derived by defining
the boundary conditions for the distributed para
eter model as the upstream pressure and flow
(pu ,qd) and the downstream pressure and flo
rate(pd ,qu) at the opposite ends of the line,

F Pd~s!
Qu~s!G

5F 1

coshG~s!
2

Zc~s!sinhG~s!

coshG~s!

sinhG~s!

Zc~s!coshG~s!

1

coshG~s!

G
3F Pu~s!

Qd~s!G . ~2!

The definitions of the propagation operatorG(s)
and the line characteristic impedanceZc(s) de-
pend on the friction model chosen@6,9#. In this
paper, the authors use the approach of Yang
Tobler @10# that incorporated frequency-depende
damping and natural frequency modification fa
tors into analytically derived modal represent
tions of the four-pole equations for the linear fri
tion model.G(s) andZc(s) are defined by

G~s!5Dn

d2s

4n Aa21
32abn

sd2
, ~3!

Zc~s!5Z0A32abn

sd2
1a2. ~4!

The frequency-dependent correction factorsa
and b are obtained by comparing the modal u
damped natural frequencies and damping coe
cients of the modal approximations of the dissip
tive ~‘‘exact’’ ! model, which is described in deta
in Ref. @16#, against the modal representation
the linear friction model@10#. Corrected kinematic
viscosity ~n! values are used@8#. The dimension-
less numbersDn andZ0 are the dissipation num
ber and the line impedance constant, respectiv
and are given by
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Dn5
4ln

cd2
, ~5!

Z05
4rc

pd2
, ~6!

wherec is the speed of sound in the oil,

c5Abe

r
. ~7!

The three causal functions1/coshG(s),
Zc(s)sinhG(s)/coshG(s), and sinhG(s)/
Zc(s)coshG(s) can be represented as infinite sum
of quadratic modal transfer functions. The goal
to use a finite number of modes to approximate
otherwise infinite sum of the modal contribution
for the outputs. Of particular interest for the tim
domain models sought in this paper is the st
space formulation@10,15#,

F ṗdi

q̇ui
G5F 0 ~21! i 11Z0vci

2
~21! i 11vci

Z0a2
2

32nb

d2a
G Fpdi

qui
G

1F 0 2
8nZ0

d2Dn

8n

d2Z0Dna2
0

G Fpu

qd
G ,

i 51,2,3...n. ~8!

The vci are the modal undamped natural freque
cies of blocked line for the linear friction mode
given by

vci5

4npS i 2
1

2D
d2Dn

, i 51,2,3,...n. ~9!

The modification factorsa and b are given as
functions of the dimensionless modal frequenc
d2vci/4n @10#. The output is the sum of the mod
contributions and is expressed as
Fpd

qu
G5F (

i 51

n

pdi

(
i 51

n

qui

G5@ I 2 I 2¯I 2#

3@pd1 qu1 pd2 qu2¯pdn qun#.

~10!

It should be noted that the truncation to fini
number of modes will introduce steady-state
rors. Some methods have been suggested to
cover the steady-state output based on the fact
at steady state the original four-pole equation, E
~2!, reduces to

Fpd

qu
G
ss

5F1 28Dn

0 1 G Fpu

qd
G
ss

. ~11!

Hsue and Hullender@16# discussed rescaling th
truncated sum of the modal approximation for t
dissipative model by its zero-frequency magnitu
to bring about Eq.~11!. Van Schothorst@9# and
Hullender et al. @15# described an additive ap
proach where the steady-state error is elimina
by adding a corrective feed-through term on t
output equation~10!. However, the transfer func
tions so implemented will no longer be strictl
proper. This may entail the need for off-line alg
braic manipulations when the transmission line
connected to static source and/or load linear re
tances or other transmission line models with th
own direct feed-through gains. The eigenvalues
the coupled system may then be altered by
steady-state correction@15#.

Yang and Tobler@10# introduced methods tha
modify the input-matrix or use a state similarit
transformation matrix to affect the steady-sta
correction while preserving the modal eigenvalu
of the truncated model. Since comparable resu
are obtained by the use of either method, we ad
the input-matrix modification method here. Su
pose matricesAi and Bi represent, respectively
the feedback and input matrices in the modal st
space Eq.~8!. Introducing the input-matrix modi-
fier G,

F ṗdi

q̇ui
G5AiFpdi

qui
G1BiGFpu

qd
G . ~12!

The steady-state value of then-mode approxima-
tion is then
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Fpd

qu
G
ss

5(
i 51

n Fpdi

qui
G
ss

52(
i 51

n

~Ai
21Bi !GFpu

qd
G
ss

.

~13!

Comparing with the desired steady-state va
given by Eq.~11! and solving forG,

G52S (
i 51

n

Ai
21Bi D 21F1 28Z0Dn

0 1 G . ~14!

The number of modesn to be chosen depends o
the frequency range of interest for the applicatio

Similarly, for the return line from the servo
valve, we can define the flow rate at the servo
alve end and the pressure at the downstream~to-
ward the tank! end as inputs to the model of th
return line based on the other four-pole equat
of causality dual to Eq.~2! @6#. Equally, we can
use the observation that switching the sign co
vention of the flow direction for just the return lin
and using the four-pole equation dual to Eq.~2!
yields the same set of four-pole equations as
~2!, provided the inputs to the model remain flo
rate toward the servovalve end and pressure at
other end. This fact can easily be shown ma
ematically, but we omit it here for brevity an
state that for the return line model all of the de
vations presented above for modeling the sup
line hold. The caveat is to exercise care in us
the proper signs for the input and output flow rat
at both ends of the return line when forming inte
connections with other system components.

For step response simulations, it is desirable
have good estimates of the initial conditions of t
modal states, especially when the interconnec
system model contains nonlinearities. Usually,
a single pipeline section, the derivative of th
modal output can be assumed to be zero just
fore the application of the step change in the inp
and modal initial conditions can be compute
from

Fpdi~02!
qui~02! G52Ai

21BiGFpu~02!
qd~02! G , ~15!

where the@pu(0
2),qd(0

2)#T are the inputs just
before the step change. For an interconnec
pipeline system, the inputs to one pipeline sect
may be outputs of another section, in which ca
the determination of proper initial values for th
modal states of each section can be done by t
and error. The step disturbances can also be
e

-

l
-

plied after initial transients have died down.
general ‘‘steady’’ simulations, like those involvin
sinusoidal fatigue test wave forms, the modal in
tial conditions of the interconnected system a
less important.

As shown in Fig. 3, the model described in th
section requires few parameters to set up a
simulate each transmission line section using l
ear state space models in the time domain. Thi
particularly more convenient than finite differenc
approaches, which may require rigorous descr
zation methods.

4. Modeling accumulators

For the nitrogen gas-charged accumulato
which are of piston type for our system~Fig. 4!,
we assume that the piston mass and seal frict
are negligible. Under this assumption, the g
pressure and the oil pressure are equal. We a
neglect the compressibility of the oil volume i
the accumulator compared to the compressibi
of the gas. Furthermore, we consider the gas
undergo a polytropic expansion and compress
process with polytropic exponentm.

pgVg
m5const. ~16!

Fig. 4. Piston accumulator.
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Fig. 5. Model interconnections for the supply line~Version I!.
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The exponentm approaches 1 for a slow~nearly
isothermal! process and the specific heat ratio
the gas for a rapid~adiabatic! process on an idea
gas. However, it should be noted that if heat tra
fer effects were to be included, then real gas eq
tions of state should be used together with app
priate energy conservation laws. For the wo
presented here, the present model was found to
sufficiently accurate.

Given initial gas pressurepg0 and gas volume
Vg0 , the gas pressure is computed from Eq.~16!,
which is equivalent to

ṗg5
mpg

Vg02*0
t qadt

qa , pg~0!5pg0 , ~17!

whereqa is the flow rate of the hydraulic oil to the
accumulator. For simulations involving distu
bances applied at the servovalve, it is reasona
to assume that the accumulator already devel
an initial gas pressure through a slow isotherm
process1 (m51). The initial gas volumeVg0 can
be estimated by applying Eq.~16! between the
pre-charge state~the gas pre-charge pressure at a
cumulator capacity! and the initial state at the on
set of the disturbance. The initial gas pressurepg0

1The present system has an additional slow turn-on/tu
off accumulator that enables the HSM to come to full sy
tem pressure from an off state in a slow and control
manner. The servovalve disturbances considered in
study are applied after the whole system has reached
mal operating conditions.
e

can be estimated as the HSM pressure minus
pressure drop in the connection lines.

5. Model interconnections for the supply line

The components on the supply line of the sim
plified model shown in Fig. 2 can be intercon
nected as shown in Figs. 5 or 6. The arrows in
cate the input-output causality assigned for ea
subsystem. Each of the blocks section I and s
tion II implement Eqs.~8!–~14! for the corre-
sponding sections of the supply line.

Integration causality is the desired form for th
model of the accumulator, which is given by E
~17!. It was pointed out by Viersma@7# that the
flow dynamics in the short branch-away conne
tion lines to the accumulators are significant
most cases. Under the linear resistance assump
given by Eq. ~1!, the subsystem ‘‘manifold and
check valve loss’’ can be configured either as
pressure-input/flow rate-output subsystem~in ver-
sion I, Fig. 5! or as a pressure-input/pressur
output subsystem~in version II, Fig. 6!. As a con-
sequence, the model of the short accumula
connection line changes between version I a
version II. The model of the short connection lin
in version I has the same structure as the one
scribed above for the sections of the main sup
line. The model for the short connection line
version II is derived using the modal approxim
tion for the relevant four-pole equations wit
(pu ,pd) as input and(qu ,qd) as output, as de

-
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Fig. 6. Model interconnections for the supply line~Version II!.
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scribed by Ayalew and Kulakowski@14#. It was
shown there that the dynamics of the short conn
tion line can be approximated by a first-order te
that reduces to a series interconnection of hydr
lic resistance and inertance. This result goes al
with the convenient assumption that the oil si
compressibility in the accumulator is negligib
compared to that of the gas side. This result a
makes version II preferable to version I, since
reduces the order of the overall system and veri
a physically supported model order reduction.

The model for the return line is developed in
similar way noting the reverse direction of th
flow, as mentioned earlier. It should be noted th
the modularity of the subsystem model interco
nections allows changes to be made to the sys
model with ease.

Fig. 7. Schematic of a rectilinear actuator and servoval
6. Model for servovalve and actuator

Physical models of electrohydraulic servoactu
tors are quite widely available in the literatur
@1–4,7,9,17#. The model presented here is adapt
to apply to a four-way servovalve close couple
with a double-ended piston actuator.

Fig. 7 shows a double-ended translational pis
actuator with hydraulic flow ratesqt from the top
chamber andqb to the bottom chamber of the cyl
inder. Leakage flow between the two chambers
either internal(qi) between the two chambers o
external from the top chamber(qe,t) and from the
bottom chamber(qe,b). At and Ab represent the
effective piston areas of the top and bottom fa
respectively.Vt and Vb are the volumes of oil in
the top and bottom chamber of the cylinder, r
spectively, corresponding to the center positi
(xp50) of the piston. These volumes are al
considered to include the respective volumes of
in the pipelines between the close-coupled ser
valve and actuator as well as the small volumes
the servovalve itself.

We assume that the pressure dynamics in
lines between the servovalve and the actuator
negligible due to the close coupling.2 Furthermore,
even for a long-stroke actuator used in a flig
simulator application, Van Schothorst@9# has

2This is to say that any resonances introduced by
short-length lines are well above the frequency range
interest for our system. In fact, this can be verified usi
the model development presented earlier or referring to
results of Van Schothorst@9#.
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shown that the pressure dynamics in the actua
chambers need not be modeled using distribu
parameter models. It is therefore assumed that
pressure is uniform in each cylinder chamber a
is the same as the pressure at the respective po
the servovalve.

Starting with the continuity equation and intro
ducing the state equation with the effective bu
modulus for the cylinder chambers, it can
shown that the pressure dynamics are given
~see, for example Ref.@2#!

dpb

dt
5

bc

Vb1Abxp
~qb2Abẋp1qi2qe,b!,

~17a!

dpt

dt
5

bc

Vt2Atxp
~2qt1Atẋp2qi2qe,t!.

~17b!

These equations show that the hydraulic capa
tance, and hence the pressure evolution in the
chambers, depends on the piston position. T
leakage flowsqi , qe,b , and qe,t are considered
negligible.

The predominantly turbulent flows through th
sharp-edged control orifices of a spool valve,
and from the two sides of the cylinder chambe
are modeled by nonlinear expressions@1,2,4#. As-
suming positive flow directions as shown in Fi
7, we have

qb5Kv,1sg~xv1u1!sgn~pS2pb!AupS2pbu

2Kv,2sg~2xv1u2!sgn~pb2pR!Aupb2pRu,

~18a!

qt5Kv,3sg~xv1u3!sgn~pt2pR!Aupt2pRu

2Kv,4sg~2xv1u4!sgn~pS2pt!AupS2ptu,

~18b!

where thesg(x) function is defined by

sg~x!5H x, x>0

0, x,0
. ~19!

The parametersu1 , u2 , u3 , u4 are included to
account for valve spool lap conditions as shown
Fig. 7. Negative values represent overlap wh
positive values represent underlap. The valve
efficientsKv,i are given by
r

f

Kv,i5cd,iwiA2/r, i 51,2,3,4. ~20!

These coefficients could be computed from da
for the discharge coefficientcd,i , port widthswi ,
and oil densityr. If we assume that all orifices ar
identical with the same coefficientKv , then the
value ofKv can also be estimated from manufa
turer data for the rated valve pressure drop(DpN),
rated flow (QN), and maximum valve stroke
(xv max) using the following equation@1,4#:

Kv,i5Kv5
QN

xv maxA1/2DpN

, i 51,2,3,4.

~21!

As an approximation of the servovalve spool d
namics, a second-order transfer function
equivalently a second-order state space was
tracted from manufacturer specifications,

Xv~s!

I v~s!
5

Gvvn,v
2

s212zvvn,vs1vn,v
2

. ~22!

The state equations governing piston motion a
derived considering the loading model for the a
tuator. For the test system, the actuator cylinde
rigidly mounted on a load frame, which we use
an inertial frame as shown in Fig. 8.

The upward force on the actuator piston due
the oil pressure in the two cylinder chambers
given by

Fp5Abpb2Atpt . ~23!

The friction force on the piston in the cylinder i
denoted byF f and the external loading includin
specimen damping and stiffness forces are lump
together inFext. The equations of motion are ea
ily derived by applying Newton’s second law:

ẋp5vp , ~24!

Fig. 8. Actuator with a simple load model.
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v̇p5
1

mp
@Abpb2Atpt2Fext2F f2mpg#.

~25!

Eqs. ~17a!, ~17b!, ~24!, and ~25! with qb and qt

given by Eqs.~18a! and ~18b! constitute the state
space model for the servovalve and loaded act
tor subsystem under consideration. These eq
tions also contain the major nonlinearities in t
system: the variable capacitance and the squ
root flow rate versus pressure drop relations. N
linearity is also introduced in Eq.~25! by the non-
linear friction force, which includes Coulomb
static, and viscous components@1,18# as discussed
next.

7. Modeling and identification of friction

Friction affects the dynamics of the electroh
draulic servovalve as well as the dynamics of t
actuator piston. Friction in the servovalve is ge
erally considered to be of Coulomb type acting
the spool of the valve and can in practice be s
ficiently eliminated by using dither signals@9#.
The particular friction effect of interest in this se
tion is the model of the frictional forces that ap
pear in the equations of motion of the actua
piston. The literature offers various empiric
models applied to specific hydraulic actuato
@1,3,18,19#. In the most general case, friction i
the actuator cylinder is considered to be a funct
of the position and velocity of the piston, th
chamber pressures~the differential pressures whe
the piston is sticking near zero velocity!, the local
oil temperature and also running time.

In this study, open-loop and closed-loop te
were performed to identify the friction force o
the actuator piston by assuming it to be a functi
of velocity. Open-loop tests involved changing t
set current input to the servovalve while meas
ing the steady-state piston velocity and cylind
chamber pressure responses. The system beh
as a velocity source in the open loop. The clos
loop test involved tracking a 2-Hz 35-mm sin
wave piston position command underP control
while measuring acceleration, velocity, and cha
ber pressures. In both the open-loop and clos
loop tests, the friction is then estimated usi
Newton’s second law. Fig. 9 shows the result
multiple open-loop tests and a closed-loop te
The closed-loop test clearly shows the hystere
-
-

e

es

-

behavior of friction. For simplicity, we use th
common memory-less analytical model of frictio
~without hysteresis! as a function of velocity,
given by Eq.~26! and included in Fig. 9,

F f5Fv
6ẋp1sgn~ ẋp!~Fc

61~Fs
62Fc

6!e~ ẋp /Cs!!.
~26!

The asymmetry of the friction force with respe
to the sign of the velocity observed in the me
sured data is taken into account by taking differe
coefficients in Eq.~26! for the up and down mo-
tions. The strong scatter in the estimation data
typical of friction phenomena.

8. Experimental validation of the model

The model described in the previous sectio
was implemented inMATLAB/SIMULINK , and base-
line open-loop and closed-loop experiments we
conducted to validate it. In these experiments
simple load mass is rigidly attached to the pist
rod. For the models of each of the sections of t
supply and return line hoses, only six modes a
retained in the modal approximation. This was d
cided considering the actuator hydraulic natu
frequency of 172 Hz computed using formula
from linear models~see Merritt@4#! and selecting
the natural frequency of the highest mode of t
approximation for each section to be close to tw
this value. From manufacturer frequency respon
data for the servovalve, the natural frequency
the servovalve was estimated to be 140 Hz with
damping ratio of 1.

Fig. 9. Piston friction force.
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To measure the supply and return pressure fl
tuation, pressure transducers were mounted on
supply and return ports at the servovalve and
50-mA rated step current was supplied to the s
vovalve in the open-loop. Fig. 10 shows a com
parison of the supply and return pressure fro
measurement and simulation. Two observatio
can be made from this figure. First, the supply a
return pressure fluctuations contain the fundam
tal periods of 25 and 32 ms, respectively. The
correspond to fundamental frequencies of about
and 31 Hz, respectively. The implication of the
fluctuations is that the bandwidth of the actuator
limited by the dynamics of the supply and retu
hoses, since the other dynamic elements includ
the servovalve and the actuator have higher cor
frequencies. Second, the model follows the m
surement well. In particular, the frequency co
tents match nicely. The discrepancies can be
tributed to errors in the estimation of effectiv
bulk moduli for the different hose sections, an
the estimation of manifold pressure drops as w
as unknown but estimated parameters in
adopted simplified model of the servovalve.

The open-loop response of the system can
investigated further by looking at the cylinde
chamber pressures shown in Fig. 11 and the pis
velocity response shown in Fig. 12 following th
same step-rated current input to the servovalve
can be seen from Fig. 11 that the simulation p
dictions of chamber pressures follow the measu
ments and that the supply and return pressure

Fig. 10. Supply and return pressure following a step cha
in servovalve current.
e

r

-

namics introduced by the long sections of hos
are reflected in the individual cylinder chamb
pressures.

In the open-loop piston velocity response show
in Fig. 12, the velocity signal was obtained b
low-pass filtering and differentiating the LVDT
position signal. The figure shows that the mod
does a fairly good job of predicting the piston v
locity response as well. The differences are ag
attributed to uncertainties in the servovalve mod
and also errors in friction estimation, which has
considerable scatter, as shown in Fig. 9.

9. Predicting system performance

It should be recalled that, for the present syste
the fundamental frequencies of oscillation of t

Fig. 11. Open-loop cylinder chamber pressure respons

Fig. 12. Open-loop piston velocity response.
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supply and return line pressures are lower than
natural frequencies of both the actuator and
servovalve. This implies that the bandwidth of t
test system is limited by supply and return lin
dynamics. The model described in this paper w
used to predict pressure fluctuations in the sup
and return lines by running simulations for co
templated modifications to the layout of the te
system. In particular, it was desired to see if r
ducing the lengths of sections II of both the supp
and return hoses in the layout~Fig. 2! produces
significant changes in the supply and return li
pressure dynamics at the servovalve. The leng
of sections I were kept unchanged since the phy
cal constraints of housing the HPS required ab
3.048 m of hose lengths for sections I of both t
supply and return lines. The goal of the study w
to see if actually there will be significant gain
from these measures in terms of increasing the
fective bandwidth for the actuator.

As a first case, the hoses of sections II we
reduced to half the original length of 3.048 m.
length of 1.524 m was considered sufficient to s
place the HSM unit on the ground while the a
tuator was mounted on the load frame. Fig.
shows the supply and return line pressures at
servovalve following the open-loop test describ
previously with the lengths now at 1.524 m.

It can be seen from Fig. 13 that the fundamen
period of pressure fluctuation shifts to 13.3 a
18.5 ms, respectively, for the supply and retu
lines. These correspond to fundamental frequ
cies of 75 Hz on the supply line and 54 Hz on t

Fig. 13. Supply and return pressures with 1.524-m-lo
lines.
 return line. The settling times are reduced

about 20 ms or about 22% compared to the ori
nal setup with 3.048 m lengths of sections II of th
supply and return line hoses. The peak amplitu
of the oscillation is also slightly reduced, as show
in Table 1. The bandwidth of the hydraulic actu
tor can therefore be expected to be improved
cordingly. However, the accumulators were n
shown to be effective in filtering the fluctuation
completely.

As a second case, the sections II of the hoses
considered to be removed from the system and
so doing the HSM is close-coupled with the actu
tor. This consideration would need significa
changes to the physical design of the load frame
allow the HSM to be mounted on it together wit
the actuator. In the model, the corresponding s

Fig. 14. Supply and return pressures with close-coup
HSM and shorter lines.

Table 1
Summary of step response simulation results.

Lengths of
sections II

~m!

Fundamental fre-
quency of oscillation

in
step response~Hz!

Peak amplitude of
oscillation

~Mpa!

Supply
pressure

Return
pressure

Supply
pressure

Return
pressure

3.048 40 31 1 0.94
2.286 49 39 0.97 0.91
1.524 76 57 0.94 0.88
0.7512 147 115 0.87 0.71
0 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0
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system of section II was removed from the sch
matic in Fig. 6. Fig. 14 shows simulation resu
for this case as well as a hypothetical case
which the hoses are shortened further to 0.7512
It can be seen that the effect of the accumulator
filtering out the dynamics of the sections I fro
the supply and return lines is particularly evide
in the close-coupled HSM case. In addition, t
steady-state pressure drops in the supply and
turn line are smaller in this case compared to
original setup ~Fig. 10! and to the case with
1.524-m lengths for sections II~Fig. 13!. The im-
provements predicted by the case of lengths 1.
and 0.7512 m seem rather small compared to
case of close coupling the HSM with the actuat

Table 1 summarizes these results, including o
more additional length for sections II. It can b
seen that the peak amplitudes of the supply a
return pressure oscillations are progressively
duced as the length of the hoses becomes sho
while the fundamental frequency of the oscill
tions for the step responses becomes larger. In
limit case of 0-m length for sections II, whic
means the HSM accumulators are close coup
with the servovalve, the oscillations are elim
nated. In this case, the accumulators effectiv
suppress the oscillations arising out of the sectio
I of the supply and return line hoses.

10. Conclusions

In this paper, a model of an electrohydraulic a
tuator system focusing on supply and return li
dynamics was presented. A model of hydrau
transmission lines based on modal approximat
techniques was adopted yielding state space
scriptions suitable for time domain simulation
The interconnection model of the electrohydrau
system developed here is an attractive simulat
tool for the following reasons.

1. The distributed parameter transmission li
model requires only aggregate line paramet
such as line length, diameter, and effective bu
modulus in state space dynamic models. It the
fore enables a quick investigation of line effects
a time domain analysis. It was used here to mo
hydraulic hoses with experimental validation.

2. The time domain simulation, in turn, make
it possible to include nonlinear actuator mode
This is particularly useful for the study of actuat
models with linear and nonlinear control system
.

-

r

-

without ignoring supply and return line pressu
variations introduced by transmission line dynam
ics.

3. The model of the overall hydraulic syste
was modular. Subsystem models can easily
changed for desired emphasis observing only
input-output causality. For example, a detail
model of the servovalve can be used in place
the simplified model used in this paper, there
improving the predictive power of the overa
model.

Simulation results for some open-loop step r
sponses were compared against experimental
sults for the test system. It is felt that the mod
performs well, given the minimal amount of infor
mation it uses to enable a time domain simulatio
The use of constant bulk modulus values for t
hose material, which in reality depends on pre
sure and frequency, may explain some of the d
ference between the simulation and measurem
A more detailed servovalve model with measur
operating characteristics, instead of the ra
specifications, could also improve the accuracy
the overall electrohydraulic system model pr
sented here.

A simulation analysis of the effects of th
lengths of sections of the supply and return lin
between the HSM accumulators and the ser
valve was done. It was concluded that reduci
the lengths of these lines progressively reduces
supply and return pressure fluctuation at the ser
valve during dynamic excursions by the actuat
The test system bandwidth was correspondin
improved. The best scenario was shown to be o
where the accumulators were close coupled w
the servovalve, thereby employing the accumu
tors effectively in filtering out the effects of th
sections of the supply and return lines between
pump ~HPS! and the accumulators.

In conclusion, it is recommended that hydrau
control system design and analysis include t
modeling approach presented here, to account
the effects of supply and return line dynami
rather than assuming constant values for the s
ply and return pressure as has been usually don
the literature. It was also demonstrated that
approach could be used to make a quick ass
ment of alternative layouts for supply and retu
lines in terms of minimizing transmission line dy
namics. The method can easily be adopted to ot
applications of hydraulic machinery and test sy
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tems where hydraulic oil supply and return lines
significant length are involved.
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